
Floral Stories
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There is so much more to design than color! With our

floral stories, we explore the intersection between color,

form, and design essence. These stories can act as a

starting point of inspiration and map to your flowers.

We work with the seasons to ensure the freshest and

most beautiful blooms available, meaning while we do not

guarantee specific types of flowers, we can assure you

the essence of the design will carry over.

Have your own vision established already? We would love

to hear about it!



Floral Story: Fresh Spring Ikebana
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A modern take on the classic green and white palette, the
Fresh Spring Ikebana floral story centers around airy florals

with height and movement.

Recommended items:
Classic Bouquet

Bud Vases
Small Centerpiece

Ground Based Installations



Floral Story: Modern & Romantic Blush
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Lush and romantic blush tones featuring soft romantic
blooms styled with a modern essence.

Recommended items:
Classic Bouquet
Silk Ribbon Tails

Medium Centerpieces
Ground Based Installations
Large Vessel Arrangement



Floral Story: Elevated Neutrals
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Warm neutrals with an essence of Boho, a combination of
fresh and dried blooms to create a textural feel.

Recommended items:
Classic Bouquet
Silk Ribbon Tails
Flat Lay Florals

Floral Pocket Square
Ground Based Installations



Additional Color Palettes

Summer Sangria

Autumnal Bliss Valentine's Day in Vegas

Cool Garden Party

Lilac DreamsMossy Manor

See a palette that you resonate with? Amazing!
These palettes are here to provide some

additional inspiration to you. 

Already have a palette that you have your
heart set on? That's fine too! Just be sure to
include it in your email along with the floral

items you would like.

When we use color to guide us, we are able to
work with the seasons to ensure the freshest

and most beautiful blooms available.


